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This paper demonstrates empirically how item
bias indexes based on item response theory (IRT)
identify bias that results from multidimensionality.
When a test is multidimensional (MD) with a
primary trait and a nuisance trait that affects a
small portion of the test, item bias is defined as a
mean difference on the nuisance trait between two
groups. Results from a simulation study showed
that although IRT-based bias indexes clearly
distinguished multidimensionality from item bias,
even with the presence of a between-group difference on the primary trait, the bias detection rate
depended on the degree to which the item measured
the nuisance trait, the values of MD discrimination,
and the number of MD items. It was speculated
that bias defined from the MD perspective was
more likely to be detected when the test data met
the essential unidimensionality assumption.
Index
item bias,
item bias,

multidimensionality;
mean differences, multidimensionality;
theory,
multidimensionality; mean differences in IRT.
terms:

Item bias

item response

techniques based on item response
theory (IRT) rely on the property of invariance of
item parameters. According to the invariance
property, the same item response functions (IRFS)
are obtained for a test item regardless of the trait
(8) distribution of the examinees used to estimate
the item parameters (Hambleton, Swaminathan,
& Rogers, 1991). In item bias research, &dquo;focal
group&dquo; usually refers to the group of interest
(e.g., a &dquo;minority&dquo; group), and &dquo;reference
group&dquo; is the base group to which the performance of the focal group is compared (e.g., a
&dquo;majority&dquo; group). Thus, when the reference and
focal groups are compared, the IRFs obtained
from each group would differ only as a result of

sampling fluctuations, after the item parameters
are adjusted onto a common scale.
This property, however, holds only when the
IRT model fits the data. When the
dimensional model does not fit the data,

one-

non-

coinciding IRFs between the two groups can be
expected. When IRFS differ, the probability of
answering an item correctly differs between
groups at a given 0 level. Hence, the potential to
detect item bias exists.
Model misfit due to the violation of the
unidimensionality assumption has been suggested as an explanation for noncoinciding
IRFS (Hunter, 1975; Miller & Linn, 1988; Oshima
& Miller, 1990; Traub, 1983). I~ultidir~aensionality
of a test, however, is not a sufficient condition
for an item to be biased. Recently, a theory was
developed to explain item bias from a multi-

dimensional

IRT perspective (Ackerman, 1991;
Shealy &
Stout, 1989, 1991). According to the
theory, when examinees have multidimensional
trait distributions that result from &dquo;primary&dquo;
and &dquo;nuisance&dquo; traits, and the test items are sensitive to these differences, the differences in the

conditional nuisance trait distributions between
the groups of interest are the cause of potential
item bias (Ackerman, 1991). In a two-dimensional perspective, one dimension represents a
primary trait that is intended to be measured by
the test; the second dimension represents a
nuisance trait that is not intended to be measured
by the test.
Following the Shealy-Stout mathematical
perspective of potential bias, Ackerman listed
four possible ways for conditional trait distributions to differ between two groups:
237
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1.

2.
3.

The primary trait means differ, provided
there is a correlation between primary and
nuisance traits.
The nuisance trait means differ.
The ratio of the variance of primary trait to
that of nuisance trait is not the same for both

weighted composite is known as the &dquo;reference
composite.&dquo;
Suppose that on a 40-item math test one item
is a word problem, and the remaining items are
computational problems. Furthermore, suppose
the focal and reference groups differ in reading

groups.

competency. Under these circumstances, the word

The correlation of the primary and nuisance
traits is not the same for both groups.
See Ackerman (1991) for mathematical explanations of the above conditions.
The second condition is of interest for this
study. The mean difference on the nuisance trait
is probably the most apparent source of potential bias. What is implied is that when there is
no mean difference on the nuisance trait, there
is no potential bias. Therefore, even when an item
measures multiple traits (multidimensional items,
hereafter), multidimensionality alone is not the
cause of bias.
The conditions discussed above are a theoretical definition of potential item bias. The degree
to which item bias detection techniques identify
potentially biased items depends on other factors,
such as the magnitude of the mean difference on
the nuisance trait between the groups and the
item direction of the item. The item direction
(discussed below) determines the degree to which
an item measures each of the two traits (i.e.,
primary and nuisance traits).
Another factor to be considered with respect
to the identification of potentially biased items
is the number of biased items on a test. A biased
item is identified when the item measures an
additional trait that is different from the trait that
is recovered by unidimensional IRT calibration
programs such as LOGIST and BILOG. As the
number of biased items increases, the nature of
the recovered trait changes. Reckase (1979), Wang
(1986), and Yen (1985) have suggested both
analytically and empirically that the trait obtained by unidimensional analysis applied to
multidimensional data is the weighted composite
of the multiple traits in the multidimensional
data, with weights proportionate to the relative
discriminations of the multiple traits. The
4.

problem item would show noncoinciding IRFS for
the two groups, because at a given trait level
(which is computational ability) differential performance would be expected favoring the group
with higher reading skill. On the other hand, if
20 items were word problems, then the trait
recovered by unidimensional IRT calibration
would not be the same trait as in the previous example. The trait in the latter example would be
the composite of computational and verbal skills.
Therefore, 20 items would
same

not

show bias to the

degree as one item did in the first example.

As the number of multidimensional items inassumption of unidimensionality
becomes increasingly untenable. The traditional
definition of unidimensionality may be too
stringent, and many researchers (e.g., Harrison,
1986; Reckase, Ackerman, & Carlson, 1988;
Traub, 1983) have suggested that it is unlikely that
test data-especially achievement test data-will
meet this assumption. Stout (1987, 1990) introduced the notion of &dquo;essential unidimensionality&dquo; in which test data can have multiple
underlying traits as long as there is a dominant
trait and the other traits have a relatively small
creases, the

influence

item

Program DIMTEST
(Stout, Nandakumar, Junker, Chang, &
Steidinger, 1991) performs hypothesis testing of
essential unidimensionality. See Nandakumar
(1991) for a discussion of traditional versus essential unidimensionality.
on

scores.

If there are biased items on a test, the test data
do not meet the unidimensionality assumption
in the traditional sense. If the number of biased
items is small, then it is more likely that the data
will meet the assumption of essential unidimensionality. However, with a larger number of
biased items, even the weaker assumption of
essential unidimensionality may be violated. It
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is not known to what degree biased items are
identified when the assumption of essential unidimensionality is violated. It was hypothesized in
the present research that the detection rate of bias
caused by a mean difference on the nuisance trait
would decrease as the assumption of essential
unidimensionality became less likely to be met.
This study had two purposes. One was to confirm empirically (using IRT-based item bias detection techniques) the theory that multidimensional
items are not necessarily biased unless there is a
mean difference on the nuisance trait, and also
to confirm that the mean difference on the
primary trait will not cause bias provided there
is no correlation between the primary and the
nuisance traits. The other purpose was to investigate the degree to which the theory presented
above holds as a function of item direction and
the number of multidimensional items on the
test.

Method

Design
Data for a two-dimensional test structure were
simulated in the study: 0, was the primary trait
the test was purportedly measuring, and 0, was
a nuisance or irrelevant trait that influenced only a small proportion of the items. The item
parameters were the same for the reference and
focal groups in each condition investigated. In
all conditions, the Os of the reference group were
normally distributed with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation (SD) of 1. Data for both the NoBias and Bias conditions were simulated using
mean differences on 0,. For the No-Bias condition, the focal and reference groups had the same
distribution of scores on 0,. For the Bias condition, the focal and reference groups had different
means on 0,. The mean difference was 82A.5, where 82A and 82B are the means on 0,
82B
for Group A (focal group) and Group B
(reference group), respectively. Linn & Drasgow
(1987) reported that mean 0 differences between
Black and White test takers were typically 1 SD.
Because smaller differences might be expected
=

for other

subpopulations (e.g., gender differ-

conservative difference of .5 SD
used in this study. This difference might be
expected on the primary trait (e.g., math ability)
or the nuisance trait (e.g., reading ability on word
problems). The mean difference of .5 on 82 was
defined here as biased, because the test was constructed to measure 01 only.
For both the No-Bias and Bias conditions, two
factors were considered. One factor, the betweengroup mean difference on 81’ had two levels:
0,, - ë1B = 0.0 and 0,, - 0,B = .5. The second
factor-the percentage of items that were
multidimensional (MD) with respect to 82 had
three levels: 5%, 10%, and 20%. Thus, 5070, 10070,
or 20070 of all the items (the last 2, 4, and 8 items
of the 40-item test, respectively) measured two
underlying dimensions or traits. These percentages coincide with those obtained for published
tests when item bias studies have been conducted.
For example, Drasgow (1987) found, in his investigation of item bias in ACT assessment tests
in various subjects, that 507o to 29% of the items
were biased based on Lord’s X2 technique. The
correlation between 0, and 82 was assumed to be
0 in all conditions.
The three factors were crossed and resulted in
12 (2 x 2 x 3) different conditions: two levels
of 621 - ë2B (No-Bias vs. Bias), two levels of OIA &reg;1B (between-group difference), and the three
levels of the number of MD items. The 12 conditions were replicated 10 times. An additional factor of interest, the item direction (see below), was
embedded throughout the condition; in each condition, MD items had different levels of item
direction ranging from measuring mostly 0, to
measuring more 02 than 0,.

ences),

a more

was

Data Generation
Each simulated dataset in0 distributions.
cluded two groups of simulated examinees: 1,000
examinees from a reference group and 1,000
examinees from a focal group. The 0 values were
randomly generated from a normal [N(0,1)]
distribution using the RANNOR function in SAS
(SAS Institute Inc., 1990). The mean of the
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distribution was altered by adding .5 to the
generated Os when it was applicable.
Model and item pcarameters. The MD data
were generated using a compensatory MD twoparameter logistic (M2PL) model (Reckase &
McKinley, 1991). The M2PL model is

where xii

is the 0

or

1

score on

item i for per-

son j,
ai is the vector of item discrimination

parameters,

ch is a scalar parameter related
difficulty of the item, and

0~

to the

is the vector of trait parameters for

person jo
Reckase (1985) defined
(MID) parameter by

an MD

item

difficulty

where ai, is the kth element of ai. Reckase &
McKinley (1991) also defined an MD discrimination parameter (MDISC) as

Item parameters for this

study

to reflect actual test data. MID

were

selected

parameters

were

selected from a normal distribution with
mean = 0 and SD = 1 within a range of -2 to
2, and MDISC parameters were selected randomly from a lognormal distribution with mean 1.13
and SD .60.
Item direction.
In the M2PL model, item
directions (ail) determine the weighted composite
of traits measured by an item. The angles can be
determined using the direction cosines given by

is 90 air

be any value from 0° to 90° dethe
pending
degree to which an item measures
the two traits. If ail = 45 °, for example, the item
measures 0, and 0, equally. In the present study,
all but 5070 (10% or 20%) of the items had
ai, =0°. This is the situation in which all the
items measure 81 and only a small percentage of
items measure both 01 and 0~~
When 10% of the items (i.e., four items) were
MD, ail was 15 ° for the first of the four items,
30 ° for the second, 45 ° for the third, and 60 ° for
the fourth. Without loss of generality, these were
the last four items on the test. When 20% of the
items were MD, the item parameters for Items 33,
34, 35, and 36 were equal to the item parameters
for Items 37, 38, 39, and 40, respectively (which
were the parameters for the MD items in the test
in which 10% of the items were MD). When 5%
of the items were MD, the item parameters for
Items 39 and 40 were the same as those items were
in the test in which 10% of the items were MD.
Items 37 and 38 had item parameters equal to
those for Items 1 and 2. Note that in evaluating
the effect of the number of MD items, it is
reasonable to directly compare the 10% to the
20% condition; however, comparison of the 5%
to the 10% condition should be made with caution, because the MD items in the 5 07o condition
had higher average ai, than the 10~/0 or 20%
condition.
The descriptive statistics for item parameters
with 10% of the items MD were:
can

on

.53 to 3.12, with
1.18 and SD = .58;
air ranged from .47 to 3.12, with mean = 1.15
and SD = .58;
ai2 for Items 37-40 ranged from .19 to 1.24, with
mean = .70 and SD = .45;
MID ranged from -1.58 to 1.84 with mean = .17
and SD
.79; and
from
-3.42 to 2.82, with mean = -.25
di ranged
and SD = 1.08.

ranged from

MDiSc
mean

=

=

where ~ is the kth element of a,. In a twodimensional space, if an item measures only 01,
then ail is 0°; if an item measures only 0,, ail

Item data. The probability of answering an
item correctly was calculated using Equation 1,
and the result was compared to random numbers
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generated from

a

random number

probability, xii

uniform distribution. If the
less than or equal to the
1; otherwise, xii = 0.

was

=

Analysis
The responses of

Table 1
Criterion Values for
Determining Bias for Each
Index and the Percentage
of Biased Items Conditions

1,000 simulees from each

subgroup to the 40 items in each condition
were analyzed using a unidimensional (UD) twoparameter logistic model by PC-BILOG (Mislevy
& Bock, 1986) with default priors-a lognormal prior on the discrimination estimates and
no prior on the difficulty estimates. The item
parameter estimates then were placed on the
same scale using the means and the SDs of the
item difficulty estimates from both groups
(see Marco, 1977), and four item bias indexes
were computed: signed area (SA), unsigned
area (UA), signed sum of squares (ssos), and
unsigned sum of squares (usos). The four
indexes are described in detail in Shepard,
Camilli, & Williams (1985). Because the distributions of these indexes are unknown, an
item is identified

as biased if the index value
exceeds the baseline mean by two SDS. In
practice, the baseline is created by taking two
samples from the same population (normally
from the reference group). Previous research
(Oshima, 1989) has shown, however, that the
baseline method is not stable; the criterion
can fluctuate depending on the sample. Thus,
in the present study, the baseline was replicated five times. Then, the criterion value obtained from each replication was averaged across
the five replications. The criterion values used
for the present study are reported in
Table 1.

Results

Table 2 summarizes the results of the analyses
of the 10 replications of the 12 conditions for SA,
UA, ssos, and usos. For each index, the mean
number of items that exceeded the criterion, the
mean proportion of items that exceeded the
criterion, and the mean of the mean index value
over 10 replications are reported for UD and
MD

items.

No-Bias Condition
Table 2 shows that

MD items were not
biased when 62 had the
same distribution for the reference and focal
0). For usos, for example,
groups (ë2A - 02B
the proportions of items that exceeded the criterion for the MD items were 0, .05, and .01 for the
5%, 10%, and 20% conditions, respectively.
Those values for the UD items were .08, .05, and
.03, for the 5070, 10%, and 20% conditions,
respectively. The results show that false positives
(i.e., unbiased items with index values that exceeded the criterion) occurred no more frequently
in the MD items than in the UD items. The
same trend was observed even when there was a
between-group difference on 8,.

necessarily identified

as

=

Bias Condition
In contrast to the No-Bias condition, when the
reference group and the focal group had different
means on 02 (ë2A - 62B = .5), those MD items
with bias were identified as biased at much higher
rates. For all the indexes (SA, UA, ssos, USOS),
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Table 2, continued
Mean Number of Items That Exceeded the Criterion (rc), Mean Proportion of Items That Exceeded the
Criterion (P), and Mean Value of Item Bias Index (M) for UD and MD Items, for SA, UA, SSOS, and
USOS Indexes, and for No-Bias (8ZA - 6zB = 0) and Bias (&reg;2A - 8ZB
.5) Conditions
=

10(Wo of the items were identified as biased when
there was no between-group difference with 507o
MD items. This higher detection rate also is explained by the higher mean index values for the
MD and biased items for the 5 ~1o condition. For
example, the mean usos value for the 38 UD
items was .60, and that of the two MD items was
2.89. The same trend was observed even when

there was a between-group difference on 81, The
detection rates decreased slightly; for example,
they decreased from 100070 to 80% for usos in
the 5 ~/o condition. However, the mean index
values were clearly inflated when the items were
MD. For example, the mean usos value for the
38 UD items was .58, and that of the two MD
items was 2.94. These values were comparable to
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those obtained in the no-between-group-difference condition. The false positive rate (i.e., the
detection rate for unbiased items) increased
slightly compared with the No-Bias condition.
However, the detection rate for the UD items was
substantially lower than that for MD items with
a mean difference on 0,.
The proportion of biased items detected correctly decreased as the number of biased items
increased. For example, across all the indexes the
detection rate ranged from .47 to .62 with a mean
of .55 when 10% of the items were biased, and
from .29 to .54 with a mean of .40 when 20%
of the items were biased. For the 5 Vo condition,
the detection rate ranged from .80 to 1.00.
An additional analysis was conducted to
counterbalance the effect of ail in the 5 Vo condition. The Bias condition with no betweengroup difference was replicated 10 times with
ai, = 15° and 30° for Item 39 and Item 40,
respectively. Note that in the original 10 replications of the 507o condition, ai, = 45° and 60° for
Items 39 and 40, respectively. As expected with
smaller ails, the detection rate decreased. The
detection rates for SA, UA, ssos, and usos were

.55, .35, .45, and .35, respectively. The

mean

detection rate across 20 replications (i.e., 10
replications with ail = 45 and 60 and 10

replications with

ai, = 15 ° and 30 °) for the 5 ~Io
condition was .67. These results suggest that,
after controlling for the ail effect, there is a
general trend: As the number of biased items in-

creases, the detection rate decreases.

Unidimensionality
To examine the essential unidimensionality of
the data, 10 datasets for the reference group from
each condition (5%, 10%, and 20%) were tested
for essential unidimensionality using DIMTEST
(Stout et al., 1991). Of 10 replications for the data
with 20% MD, five datasets were rejected when
the null hypothesis of essential unidimensionality
was tested at a
.005 (.05/10). Six datasets were
rejected at cc = .05. For the 1007o condition, none
of the datasets was rejected at &OElig; = .005, but two
were rejected at a = .05. Finally, for the 5 Vo condition, none of the datasets was rejected at
a = .005, but one was rejected at ~ _ .05.
These results imply that the higher the number
of MD items, the greater the likelihood that essential unidimensionality will be violated. Furthermore, these results suggest that bias introduced
by mean differences on 82 is more likely to be
detected when the essential unidimensionality
assumption is met.
=

Effect of Item Directions
The effect of ai~ was examined by counting
how many times each item was identified as biased
in the 10 replications. The results from the Bias
condition with no between-group difference for
the usos index are reported in Table 3. Similar
trends were observed for the condition with the
between-group difference, and for the other three

Table 3
Item Characteristics and Number of Times Each Item Was
Identified as Biased in the 10 Replications as a Function
of ail for the 5%, 10%, and 20% Bias Conditions
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indexes. As expected, the general trend is that
the larger the a;&dquo; the better the detection. However, the trend was not consistent. For example,
Item 39 had a higher detection rate overall than
Item 40, although Item 40 had a larger ail than
Item 39.
Effect of ISC and MID
Because of the results for item directions,
other characteristics of the item-MDISC and
MID-were investigated. By observing Table 3, it
was hypothesized that the higher MDISC would
lead to a higher detection rate. To confirm this
hypothesis, new datasets were generated for the
5%, 10%, and 20% conditions. The same procedures were followed as before, except that the
MD items had two levels of MDIsc, and MID and
ai, were held constant. No replications were done
for this additional analysis. Two extreme values
of MDISC were selected: One value was highly
discriminating (MDISC = 2.0), and the other was
less discriminating (MDISC
.5). MID was set to
0, and ui, was 4S for all the MD items.
The usos values for each item are shown in
Table 4. The effect of MDISC was evident. Biased
items with higher MDISC were more likely to be
identified as biased items. The mean usos values
with MDISC of .5 were .43, .62, and .85 for the
5%, 10%, and 20% conditions, respectively. On
the other hand, the mean usos values with
MDISC of 2.0 were 3.98, 3.71, and 2.07 for the
5%, 10Vo, and 20% conditions, respectively.
=

The effect of MID also was investigated with
other datasets. No consistent trend was observed
for the effect of MID when other item characteristics were held constant.
The behavior of the four indexes was similar
in all the conditions. For signed indexes, the direction of bias was explicitly indicated by the
negative mean index values when the bias was
embedded in the MD items.
Discussion
The results demonstrated that bias caused by
difference on the nuisance trait between
two groups was identified by IRT-based bias
indexes, provided that the number of biased items
was small and the item direction was fairly large.
These results suggest that the IRT-based indexes
are a powerful way of detecting bias, because they
can successfully detect multidimensional items
with bias but do not detect multidimensional
items without bias. Furthermore, they do not
confound between-group differences on the
primary trait. This is a useful property, because
it is likely that in a bias study between-group differences will be observed on the primary trait the
a mean

test measures.

The extent of the properties of IRT-based
indexes depends on the number of biased items,
the item direction, and multidimensional item
discrimination. When a larger proportion of the
test is biased, the power of item bias detection
techniques decreases. Thus, item bias detection

Table 4
USOS Values as a Function of MDISC
for the 5%, 10%, and 20% Bias Conditions

*Item identified

as

potentially biased.
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will be effective when

idiosyncrasies of an item

and when there is a
mean difference on the second trait. On the other
hand, item bias detection will be less effective
when mean differences on a second trait have a
more pervasive effect on the test, as might be
expected with bilingual subpopulations or subpopulations with instructional differences (Miller
&
Linn, 1988). Another simulation study
(Oshima, 1989) showed that when all the items
are multidimensional with two dominant traits,
the mean difference on the nuisance trait did not
cause an excessive number of items to be
identified as biased.
Item bias due to a mean difference on the
nuisance trait between two groups and violation
of the assumption of unidimensionality are closely related. When a small number of items is
multidimensional, the test is essentially unidimensional. However, as the number of multidimensional items increases, the assumption of
essential unidimensionality becomes less tenable.
In this study, the tests with 5% multidimensional
items were shown to be essentially unidimensional ; however, the hypothesis of essential
unidimensionality was rejected half of the time
for the tests with 20°7o multidimensional items.
Therefore, test data should be tested for dimensionality before applying item bias analyses. If
the assumption of essential dimensionality is rejected, then IRT -based item detection indexes that
are based on a unidimensional IRT model may
not be appropriate.
Several researchers have suggested iterative IRT
item bias detection techniques when a fairly large
number of items are expected to be biased (Miller
& Oshima, in press; Park &
Lautenschlager,
1990). In the iterative approach, the test data are
&dquo;purified&dquo; by removing biased items. In essence,
by removing the biased items, the remaining test
approaches a more unidimensional structure. The
more direct approach to obtaining the unidimensional structure was suggested by Shealy &
Stout
(1989) and Shealy, Stout, & Rossos (1991). In this
approach, a &dquo;valid&dquo; subtest, which is as unidimensional as possible, can be selected by a
cause

multidimensionality

practitioner, and items suspected to be biased can
be tested against the valid subtest. The selection
of the valid subtest can be rather subjective. More
research is needed in this area, however.
As expected, in this study the biased items
were identified as biased more often as the degree
to which the item measured the nuisance trait increased. Multidimensional discrimination
(MDISC) also was found to be a factor that influenced the detection rate of biased items. When
the value of MDISC increased, the discrimination
power for both traits (i.e., a;, and a;2) increased.
As ~,2 (i.e., the discrimination power on the
nuisance trait) increased, the item with higher ai,
became more sensitive to a distributional difference on the nuisance trait, thus resulting in the
higher detection rate of biased items.
The generalizability of the results of this study
is limited by the range of values for item
parameters, the trait distributions for each group,
and the dimensionality structure. In the present
study, the mean differences between groups on
the primary and nuisance traits were set at .5. In
practice, there may be a difference as large as 1.0
between the focal and reference groups on the
Drasgow, 1987). As deprimary trait (Linn &
scribed above, there are other types of bias in
addition to mean differences between the
nuisance traits. In this study, the dimensionality
structure was limited to two dimensions. There
was only one nuisance trait. However, it is also
plausible to model bias from multiple nuisance
traits. Further research is needed to delineate the
relationship between multidimensionality and
item bias under various configurations of multidimensionality with various types of item bias.
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